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NEW QUESTION: 1
The DNFB report includes all patients who have been discharged from the facility but for whom,
for one reason or another, the billing process is not complete.
A. days not fiscally balanced
B. diagnosis not finally balanced
C. dollars not fully billed
D. discharged not final billed
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option C
B. Option D
C. Option F
D. Option B
E. Option A
F. Option E
Answer: A,B,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
Cisco Industrial Ethernet switches are capable of sending alarm messages to ProfiNET
management stations using the ProfiNET-IO protocol. Which four are alarms that can be
configured for an interface? (Choose four)
A. Port QoS Disabled
B. Port FCS Errors Exceeded Threshold
C. Port Duplex Mismatch

D. Port LLDP Disabled
E. Port CRC Errors Exceeded Threshold
F. Port Not Operating
G. Port Not Forwarding
H. Port Link Fault
Answer: B,F,G,H

NEW QUESTION: 4
A security analyst runs a monthly file integrity check on the main web server. When analyzing
the logs, the analyst observed the following entry:
No OS patches were applied to this server during this period. Considering the log output, which
of the following is the BEST conclusion?
A. The iexplore.exe was executed on the scanned server between the two dates. An incident
ticket should be created.
B. The iexplore.exe was updated on the scanned server. An incident ticket should be created.
C. The cmd.exe was executed on the scanned server between the two dates. An incident ticket
should be created
D. The cmd.exe was updated on the scanned server. An incident ticket should be created
Answer: D
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